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Abstract
In this paper we study tilting modules for reductive algebraic groups in prime characteristics.
These modules are characterized by having ltrations both by Weyl modules and by dual Weyl
modules. For a given dominant weight there is a Jantzen type ltration for the space of homo-
morphisms from the Weyl module with that highest weight into a tilting module. We prove a
sum formula for these ltrations. A few examples show how this formula sometimes makes it
possible to nd summands in tilting modules. Our theory also applies in the case of quantum
groups at roots of unity. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20G05; 20G10; 17B37
0. Introduction
Let G denote a reductive algebraic group over an algebraically closed eld k of
prime characteristic p. We x a maximal torus T in G and denote by X its character
group. In the root system R associated with (G; T ) we x a choice of positive roots
R+ and then get a corresponding set of dominant weights X+ in X . For each  2 X+
we have a Weyl module (), a dual Weyl module 3() and a simple module L().
These modules all have highest weight  with respect to the ordering in X induced
by R+.
A tilting module for G is by denition a G-module Q which allows two nite
ltrations by G-submodules, one in which the successive factors are Weyl modules
and one where they are dual Weyl modules. In all such ltrations the number of
occurences of a given Weyl module () (resp. dual Weyl module 3()) is the same.
We denote it [Q : ()].
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In [4] we constructed for each such module Q and for each dominant weight  a
ltration
0 = F(Q)r+1 F(Q)r     F(Q)1 F(Q)0 = F(Q)
of the vector space F(Q) = HomG((); Q) (we recall this construction in 1.5
below).
The indecomposable tilting modules play an important role in representation theory.
It turns out (see [9]) that for each dominant weight  there is up to isomorphism
exactly one indecomposable tilting module T () with highest weight . Hence any
tilting module decomposes uniquely into a direct sum of various T ()s,  2 X+. We
denote by [Q : T ()] the multiplicity of T () as a direct summand in Q.
In this paper we shall prove the following theorem about the above-mentioned l-
tration (thereby solving Problem 1:4 in [4]).
Theorem. Let Q be a tilting module for G and  2 X+.
(i)
dim( F(Q)= F(Q)1) = [Q : T ()]:
(ii) Suppose p  h. ThenX
j1
dim F(Q)j =−
X
2R+
X
m 62I(;)
p(m)[Q : (− m)]:
In fact, (i) is just a reformulation of Proposition 1:5 of [4]. Further explanation for
the notation and the terms in (ii) will be given in Section 2 below. Here we just point
out that the right-hand side of (ii) is a number determined completely by the character
of Q.
The proof we give of (ii) requires the existence of p-regular weights (i.e. weights
 for which h + ; _i is prime to p for all  2 R) and this is the reason for the
hypothesis p  h, where h denotes the Coxeter number of G. We believe that the
formula should be true without this assumption.
The signicance of this result lies in the fact that it provides information on how to
decompose a tilting module with known character into indecomposable summands. This
is very often a hard problem. In fact, it is equivalent to the problem of determining
the characters of T (): if  and  are dominant weights then T () ⊗ T () is again a
tilting module. It clearly contains T (+ ) exactly once as a summand and hence we
may obtain the character of T ( + ) from the characters of T () and T () once the
numbers [T ()⊗ T () : T ()] are known for all smaller .
In certain (multiplicity free) cases it is possible by means of the Jantzen ltration
combined with the translation principle to obtain the composition factor multiplicities
in Weyl modules. Likewise our formula here is in some simple cases sucient to
determine the multiplicities of the Weyl modules in a Weyl ltration of the tilting
module Q. We illustrate this by a simple example (see 2.13).
A nice feature of our theorem is that it holds for all tilting modules no matter how
big their highest weights are. At present very little is understood about tilting modules
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with weights outside the lowest p2-alcove and we hope our result will shed some light
on this problem. In 4.5 we present an A2-example illustrating such an application in
this direction (for further work on the A2-case see [13]).
Our ltration is dened in a way quite similar to the well-known Jantzen ltration
for Weyl modules and the sum formula we shall give is also analogous to the Jantzen
sum formula, see [11, II.8]. We were moreover inspired by Dyer [10] where he proves
that it is possible in a quite abstract setting to dene a Shapovalov form and compute
its determinant, a problem similar to giving a sum formula.
In order to prove our result we rst need an alternative description of the terms
in our ltration. This is obtained in Section 1 where we have also collected a few
related results on some Ext-groups. The sum formula and its proof can be found in
Section 2. In Section 3 we treat the corresponding ltrations in the quantum case. We
consider both the ordinary case where the quantum parameter is a complex root of 1
and the socalled quantum mixed case in which the quantum group is specialized at
a root of unity in a characteristic p eld. In both cases we obtain by our techniques
developed in Sections 1 and 2 quantized versions of the sum formula. Then, in Section
4, we try to explain the similarities in the formulas for the modular tilting modules
and the quantized tilting modules by formulating a conjecture which would allow for
a rather direct comparison of the two cases. Since Soergel has recently succeeded in
obtaining the characters of (most of) the indecomposable tilting modules for quantum
groups [18] (in characteristic zero) this would give a solution of the corresponding
modular problem in the lowest p2-alcove. It is well-known that this in turn implies
(for p  2h−2) the Lusztig conjecture for the characters of the irreducible G-modules
[15]. As we shall see it would at the same time (and with the same restriction on p)
give the characters of the irreducible modules for the corresponding quantum group at
a root of unity in k. Finally, in Section 5, we prove a generalization of Proposition 5:6
from [3]. This result allows us to calculate explicitly the characters of some special
indecomposable tilting modules.
1. Filtrations and ext-groups
1.0. Throughout the paper we shall use the notation from [4] except:
 We denote the Weyl (resp. dual Weyl) module with highest weight  by ()
(resp. 3()).
 We omit the subscript k when dealing with modules for G, e.g. we write ()
instead of k() for the Weyl module for G with highest weight .
 We write R (instead of Zp) for the ring of p-adic integers. By GR; R(), etc., we
denote the Chevalley group over R corresponding to G, the Weyl module for GR
with R()⊗R k ’ (), etc.
 By S we denote (not the simple roots as in [4] but) the set of generators of
Wp (corresponding to the walls of an alcove). Recall that when we consider the
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right action of Wp on X then s is the reection of  in the s-wall of the alcove
containing ;  2 X; s 2 S:
 On X we consider the order given by the strong linkage relation [1] and we write
   if  is strongly linked to .
1.1. Suppose M is a GR-module which as an R-module is free of nite rank. Then for
each dominant weight  we have
(1) HomGR(R(); M) is a free R-module.
(2) ExtiGR(R(); M) is a torsion R-module for i> 0.
Proof. (1) follows from the observation that HomGR(R(); M) is torsion free (and
nitely generated). To verify (2) we note that
ExtiGR(R(); M)⊗R Qp ’ ExtiGQp (Qp(); M ⊗R Qp)
for all i  0. Since all nite-dimensional GQp -modules are completely reducible we
have ExtiGQp (Qp(); M ⊗R Qp) = 0 for i> 0.
1.2. Let again  2 X+. Then for any  2 X+ we have
ExtiGR(R();3R()) =

R if = ; i = 0;
0 otherwise;
(1)
HomGR(R(); R()) =

R if = ;
0 otherwise;
(2)
If ExtiGR(R(); R()) 6= 0 for some i> 0; then <: (3)
Proof. (1) is standard and (2) follows by tensoring with Qp (as in 1.1). Recall that
Qp() is an irreducible GQp -module). Finally, the universal coecient theorem [2,
Proposition 1:18] gives
ExtiGR(R(); R())⊗ k ExtiG((); ()):
Then (3) follows from the strong linkage principle for G.
1.3. Let  2 X and denote by BX+ the corresponding linkage block, i.e. B =
Wp: \ X+. We choose an enumeration of B
B= f1; 2; : : :g
in such a way that if i <j then i< j for al i; j 2 N.
Suppose Q is a tilting module for GR belonging to B. That Q belongs to B means
that the factors in Weyl ltrations of Q are among the R(i)0s; i 2 N. It follows from
1.2 (3) that an arbitrary Weyl ltration of Q can always be reorganized into a ltration
0   Q2Q1Q0 = Q
which has
Qi−1=Qi ’ R(i)[Q:R(i)]
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for all i = 1; 2; : : : Here [Q : R(i)] denotes the multiplicity of R(i) in Q. This is
also equal to the rank of HomGR(R(i); Q) according to 1.2(1).
Since Q has nite rank over R the above ltration is nite, i.e. Qr = 0 for r/0.
1.4. With notation as in 1.3 we set ni = [Q :R(i)] and consider the two short exact
sequences
0! Qi ! Qi−1 ! R(i)ni ! 0 (1)
and
0! Qi−1 ! Q ! Q=Qi−1 ! 0: (2)
Note that Qi (resp. Q=Qi−1) has a Weyl ltration with
[Qi : R(j)] =

[Q : R(j)] if j> i;
0 if j  i;
(resp.
[Q=Qi−1 : R(j)] =

[Q : R(j)] if j< i;
0 if j  i):
By 1.2(2) this means in particular
HomGR(R(i); Qi) = 0 = HomGR(R(i); Q=Qi−1): (3)
Since ExtjGR(R(i); Q) = 0 for j> 0 (by 1.2(1)) we now get from (2)
ExtjGR(R(i); Qi−1) =

HomGR(R(i); Q) if j = 0;
0 if j> 0:
(4)
Combining (3) and (4) with the start of the long exact Ext-sequence arising from
(1) we get the following short exact sequence:
0! HomGR(R(i); Q) i!EndGR(R(i))ni ! Ext1GR(R(i); Qi)! 0: (5)
Note that the rst two terms in (5) may be identied with Rni . The homomorphism
i takes an element ’ 2 HomGR(R(i); Q) into i  ’, where i is the surjection
appearing in (1) (By (3) we have Im’Qi−1) so that the composition i  ’ makes
sense).
1.5. Let still Q be a tilting module for GR. Recall that in [4] we dened for each
 2 X+ the ltration
   F(Q)1F(Q)0 = F(Q)
of F(Q) = HomGR(R(); Q) by the following recipe:
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q) j   ’ 2 pjRc for all  2 HomGR(Q;3R())g:
Here c denotes a generator of HomGR(R();3R()) = R (see 1.2(1)).
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Moreover, ( F(Q ⊗ k)j)j0 is then the ltration of
F(Q ⊗ k) = HomGR(R(); Q)⊗R k =HomG((); Q ⊗ k)
obtained by rst taking the image of (F(Q)j)j0 in F(Q)⊗R=pR and then tensoring
this with k.
1.6. Let Q be a tilting module for GR belonging to the block B = f1; 2; : : :g as in
1.3 and 1.4. Fix  = i and let  = i denote the homomorphism from 1.4(5). Then
the ltration (F(Q)j)j0 has the following alternative description
Proposition.
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q) j(’) 2 pjEndGR(R())nig:
Proof. Using 1.4(1) and (2) we get
HomGR(Q;3R())
!HomGR(Qi−1;3R())  HomGR(();3R())ni :
The rst isomorphism here takes  2 HomGR(Q;3R()) into  jQi−1 2 HomGR(Qi−1;
3R()) and the second maps  =(a1c; : : : ; ani c) 2 HomGR(R();3R())ni into  i
(notation as in 1.4).
Consider the diagram
By the above  is in 1{1 correspondence with  . Also any ’ 2 HomGR(R(); Q)
factors (as indicated) through Qi−1, see 1.4(4), and we denote the resulting homo-
morphism from R() to Qi−1 also by ’. We see that   ’ 2 pjRc for all  i
  i  ’ 2 pjRc for all  i i  ’ 2 pjR(id; id; : : : ; id).
Hence
’ 2 F(Q)j i (’) 2 pjEndGR(R())ni
and this is the statement in the proposition.
1.7. Corollary. Let the notation be as in 1:5 and 1:6 and let p :Z ! N be p-adic
valuation. ThenX
j1
dim F(Q ⊗ k) j = p(jExt1GR(R(); Qi)j):
Proof. By 1:4(5) we have Ext1GR(R(); Qi)=Coker . The corollary therefore follows
in the standard way [11, II.8:11] from Proposition 1:6.
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1.8. We conclude this section by computing the Ext-groups between two adjacent
p-regular Weyl modules for GR.
Suppose  2 X+ is p-regular and let s 2 S such s<. Assume s 2 X+ and let
 be a semi-p-regular weight on the alcove wall separating  and s. There is then a
unique  2 R+ such that n= p(h + ; _i)> 0. In this notation we have
Proposition.
ExtiGR(R(s); R()) ’

R=pnR for i = 1;
0 otherwise:
Proof. This proof and many arguments in the following sections will rely on the use
of translation functors [11, I:7]. As demonstrated in [1, Section 5] these functors may
also be dened on the level of GR-modules and we shall denote them by the same
symbols.
Let T (resp. T

 ) denote the translation functor from the -block to the -block
(resp. vice versa). From [4, 2.4] we have the exact sequence
0! R()! TR() !R(s)! 0 (1)
By adjointness and 1:2(2) and (3) we have
ExtiGR(R(s); T

R())’ ExtiGR(T R(s); R());
’ ExtiGR(R(); R()) ’

R if i = 0;
0 otherwise:
Hence we get from (1)
0 = HomGR(R(s); R())! R ’ HomGR(R(s); T R())
~! EndGR(R(s)) ’ R! Ext1GR(R(s); R())! 0
and
ExtiGR(R(s); R()) = 0 for i> 1:
Here the map ~ is composition with  from (1). Since the generator s 2 HomGR(R(s);
T R()) satises   s = pnid (up to a unit in R), see [4, Lemma 2:4], this means
that ~ :R! R is multiplication by pn and the proposition follows.
2. The sum formula
2.1. For  2 X we denote by () the corresponding Weyl character, i.e.
() =

(−1)l(w)ch(w:) if there exists w 2 W with w: 2 X+;
0 otherwise:
If M is an arbitrary nite-dimensional G-module (resp. a tilting GR-module) there
exist unique [M : ()] 2 Z (resp. [M : R()] 2 N);  2 X+ such that ch M =
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P
2X+ [M :()] ch() (resp. chM =
P
2x+ [M :R()] chR()). For arbitrary  2
X we write
[M : ()] =

(−1)l(w)[M :(w:)] if there exists w 2 W with w: 2 X+;
0 otherwise:
2.2. For  2 X+ and  2 R+ we set
I(; ) = fn 2 Z j 0  n  h+ ; _ig:
We have now introduced all the notations used in the main theorem as stated in the
introduction. Let us repeat here only the second part (as mentioned before the rst part
is just a reformulation of Proposition 1:5 in [4]):
Theorem. Let p  h and suppose Q is a tilting module for G. Then for each  2 X+
we haveX
j1
dim F(Q)j =−
X
2R+
X
m 62I(;)
p(m)[Q : (− m)]: (1)
The proof of Theorem 2:2 will occupy the rest of this section except for the very
last subsection which contains an illustration of how to apply the result.
2.3. Observe that both sides of 2:2(1) are additive with respect to direct sums. By the
linkage principle Q splits into summands corresponding to the various blocks in X+.
We can therefore prove the theorem by considering one block at a time. Hence in the
following we shall assume that Q belongs to a block which we denote by B.
2.4. We shall rewrite the right-hand side of 2:2(1). First we note that since Q is
nite-dimensional we have [Q :()] = 0 except for nitely many  2 X+. Hence, for
each  2 R+ we have [Q : ( − m)] = 0 for jmj/0 and thus the sum in question is
nite.
Fix now  2 R+ and let k 2 N. We set
N;;k(Q) =
X
mpk 62I(;)
[Q : (− mpk)] (1)
and
N;(Q) =
X
m 62I(;)
p(m)[Q : (− m)]: (2)
Clearly N;;k(Q) = 0 for k/0 and
N;(Q) =
X
k1
N;;k(Q): (3)
2.5. Assume from now on and until 2:9 that the block B is p-regular. (The assumption
on p ensures that such blocks exist.)
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Let s 2 S and denote by s the wall crossing functor (i.e. s = T  T with
 p-regular and  a semi-p-regular weight belonging to the wall separating  and s).
Then we have for every  2 Wp:.
[sQ : ()] = [Q : ()] + [Q : (s)]: (1)
Note that both sides of (1) are zero when  and s belong to dierent Weyl chambers.
Let s 2 S and denote by H the ane hyperplane which separates  and s. Then there
is a unique  2 R+ such that n= p(h+ ; _i)> 0 for all  2 H . If h+ ; _i=0
we let n=1. In this case s 62 X+ and  is a simple root.
Lemma. (i) Suppose s 62 X+. Then for each k  1 we have
N;;k(sQ) =

0 if = ;
−N;s();k(sQ) if  6= :
In particular;
P
2R+ N;(sQ) = 0.
(ii) If s 2 X+ and  2 R+ n fg then
N;(sQ) = N;(Q) + Ns;(Q):
(iii) If s 2 X+ then
N;(sQ) = N;(Q) + Ns;(Q)−

n[Q :()] if s>;
−n[Q :()] if s<:
Proof. (i) Consider rst the case  = . Note that mpk 2 I(; ) only for m = 0.
Moreover, we have s:(−mpk) = s+mpk so that (−mpk) =−(s+mpk).
Hence by 2:5(1) we nd
N;;k(sQ) =
X
m 6=0
([Q : (−mpk)] + [Q : (s−mpk)])
=
X
m 6=0
([Q : (−mpk)]− [Q : (+mpk)]) = 0:
Suppose next  6= . Again 2:5(1) gives
N;;k(sQ) =
X
mpk 62I(;)
([Q : (−mpk)] + [Q : (s−mpk)])
and
N;s();k(sQ) =
X
mpk 62I(; s())
([Q : (−mpks())] + [Q : (s−mpks())]):
Since h + ; s()_i = hs( + ); _i = hs + ; _i we see that mpk 2 I(; ) i
mpk 2 I(; s()). So the two sums above extend over the same set of m’s. Moreover,
(−mpk) =−(s:(−mpk)) =−(s−mpks()) and we get (i).
(ii) Noting that mpk 2 I(; ) i mpk 2 I(s; ) we get from 2:5(1)
N;;k(sQ) =
X
mpk 62I(;)
([Q : (−mpk)] + [Q : (s−mpk)])
=N;;k(Q) + Ns;;k(Q):
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Hence we get (ii) by summing over k, see 2:4(3).
(iii) If k >n then mpk 2 I(; ) i mpk 2 I(s; ). The same argument as in (ii)
therefore shows that in this case N;;k(sQ) = N;;k(Q) + Ns;;k(Q).
On the other hand, if k  n then we get from 2:5(1)
N;;k(sQ) =
−[Q :()]− [Q :(s)] if s>;
0 if s<;
whereas
N;;k(Q) + Ns;;k(Q) =
−[Q :(s)] if s>;
−[Q :()] if s<:
Putting this altogether and summing over k we obtain (iii).
2.6. Let still s 2 S. Lemma 2:5 allows us to compute the right-hand side of 2:2(1)
for sQ from the corresponding data for Q (relative to both  and s). We shall now
consider the left-hand side for sQ.
Recall that Q (and hence also sQ) lifts to a tilting module for GR, see [4]. We
denote such a lift by ~Q. The strategy will now be to use Corollary 1:7.
Choose from now on the enumeration f1; 2; : : :g of the elements in B in such a
way that in addition to the requirement from 1.3 it also has the property that whenever
js 2 X+ then
js=

j−1 if js<j;
j+1 if js>j:
Choose also j on the alcove wall between j and js in such a way that all j’s are
in the same Wp-orbit. Note that we then have repetitions: j=j+1 whenever js>j.
Suppose now  = i (note that if  62 B then both sides of 2:2(1) clearly vanish)
and set  = i. Let  2 R+ and n be as in 2:5 (relative to ).
With the above notation and with ltrations of tilting modules belonging to B as in
1:3 we have
Lemma. (i) If s 62 X+ then Ext1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i) = 0.
(ii) If s 2 X+ and s< then (s ~Q)i =s( ~Qi).
(iii) if s> then we have a short exact sequence
0! Ext1GR(R(); s( ~Qi+1))! Ext1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i)! (R=pnR)a ! 0;
where a= [Q :()] + [Q :(s)].
Proof. (i) The assumption s 62 X+ implies that  62 X+ and hence T R() = 0. By
adjointness we get then
ExtjGR(R(); s
~Q) ’ ExtjGR(T

 R(); T


~Q) = 0
for all j. It follows that Ext1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i) ’ HomGR(R(); s ~Q=(s ~Q)i) and this
is zero because [sQ :()] = [Q :()] + [Q : (s)] = [Q :()]− [Q :()] = 0, see
2:5(1).
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(ii) From 2:5(1) and the choice of enumeration of the i’s we have
[(s ~Q)i :R(j)] =

0 if j  i;
[Q :(j)] + [Q : (js)] if j> i;
(1)
and the very same expression for [s( ~Qi) :(j)]. This implies (ii) because
HomGR(s( ~Qi); s ~Q=(s ~Q)i) = 0 (the two modules in question have no Weyl fac-
tors in common), i.e. s( ~Qi)(s ~Q)i.
(iii) In this case s= i+1 and hence by (ii) we have s( ~Qi+1) = (s ~Q)i+1.
We still have (1) above, but this time applying 2:5(1) to ~Qi we nd
[s( ~Qi) :R(j)] =
8<
:
0 if j< i;
[Q :V (s)] if j = i;
[Q :V (j)] + [Q : (js)] if j> i:
(2)
From the short exact sequence
0! (s ~Q)i+1 ! (s ~Q)i ! R(s)a ! 0
we obtain (remembering that (s ~Q)i+1 =s( ~Qi+1)) the exact sequence
0! Ext1GR(R(); s( ~Qi+1))! Ext1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i)
! Ext1GR(R(); R(s))a ! Ext2GR(R(); s( ~Qi+1)):
From the short exact sequence 0! ~Qi+1 ! ~Q ! ~Q= ~Qi+1 ! 0 we get
Ext2GR(R(); s( ~Qi+1))’ Ext1GR(R(); s( ~Q= ~Qi+1))
’ Ext1GR(T R(); T  ( ~Q= ~Qi+1)):
Now T R() ’ R() whereas T ( ~Q= ~Qi+1) has a Weyl ltration with factors R(j);
j  i + 1. Note that none of these j’s are bigger than  and hence this Ext1-group
vanishes, see 1:2(3).
We now have the exact sequence in (iii) by appealing to Proposition 1:8.
2.7. Preserve the notation and assumption from 2.6.
Lemma. Suppose >s and s 2 X+. Then
p(jExt1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i)j) = p(jExt1GR(R(s); ~Qi−1)j)
+ p(jExt1GR(R(); ~Qi)j)− n[Q :()]:
Proof. Using Lemma 2:6(ii) and adjointness we get
Ext1GR(R(); (s ~Q)i) ’ Ext1GR(sR(); ~Qi):
From the short exact sequence 0 ! R() ! sR() ! R(s) ! 0 we obtain the
following long exact sequence:
0! Ext1GR(R(s); ~Qi)! Ext1GR(sR(); ~Qi)
! Ext1GR(R(); ~Qi)! Ext2GR(R(s); ~Qi)! Ext2GR(sR(); ~Qi): (1)
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Similar arguments as in 2.6 give
Ext2GR(sR(); ~Qi) ’ Ext1GR(sR(); ~Q= ~Qi) ’ Ext1GR(R(); T  ( ~Q= ~Qi)) = 0:
Hence (1) is a 4-term exact sequence. Now set a1 = [Q :()] and use the exact
sequence 1:4(1) to get another exact sequence
0! Ext1GR(R(s); ~Qi)! Ext1GR(R(s); ~Qi−1)
! Ext1GR(R(s); R())a1 ! Ext2GR(R(s); ~Qi)! Ext2GR(R(s); ~Qi−1): (2)
Again we observe that the last term here vanishes: Ext2GR(R(s); ~Qi−1) ’ Ext1GR(R(s);
~Q= ~Qi−1) = 0 because i  s= i−1 for any j  i − 1.
The lemma follows by combining (1) and (2) (and using Proposition 1:8 to see
p(jExt1GR(R(s); R())j) = n).
2.8. It is now a matter of bookkeeping to compare Lemma 2:5 with Lemmas 2:6 and
2:7 and conclude (via Corollary 1:7 and 2:4(1){(3)) that
Proposition. If the sum formula 2:2(1) holds for Q at the weights  and s, then it
holds at  for sQ.
2.9. We can now nish the proof of Theorem 2:2 in the p-regular case:
As already observed in 2.3 both sides of 2:2(1) are additive with respect to direct
sums. Hence it is enough to prove the formula for Q indecomposable, i.e. for Q =
T ();  2 B.
We proceed by induction on . If  is minimal in B then T ()=() and both sides
of 2:2(1) are zero. If  is not minimal we may choose s 2 S such that s<; s 2 X+.
By induction the formula holds for T (s) (at all weights ) and hence Proposition 2:8
shows that it also holds for sT (s). But T () is a summand of sT () and all other
summands have the form T (0) with 0<. The additivity property observed above
and the induction hypothesis now give the theorem for Q = T ().
2.10. Consider now the case when Q belongs to an arbitrary block. To distinguish from
the p-regular case treated above let us denote the elements in the block by 1; v2; : : :
We choose the ordering as in 1.3.
Fix = i for some i. Choose a p-regular weight  belonging to the alcove whose
closure contains  and which is maximal with that property. Then we have for each
positive root 
mp 2 I(; ) i mp 2 I(; ): (1)
Let T denote the translation functor from our block to the p-regular block containing
 and let T be the adjoint functor. By [11, Proposition 1:7:8] we have
TR() = R(); (2)
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and for each j 2 N
[Q :(j)] = [T Q :(j0)] (3)
for all j0 for which j belongs to the closure of the alcove containing j0 .
2.11. With notation and assumptions as in 2.10 we have
Proposition. (i) For each  2 R+ we have N;(Q) = N;(T Q).
(ii)
P
j1 dim F(Q)
j =
P
j1 dim F(T

 (Q))
j.
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of 2:10(1) and (3).
(ii) By Corollary 1:7 we haveX
j1
dim F(Q)j = p(jExt1GR(R(); ~Qi)j):
By 2:10(2) and adjointness we get
Ext1GR(R(); ~Qi)
= Ext1GR(R(); T  ( ~Qi));
and if i0 is determined by =i0 then T ( ~Qi)=(T


~Q)i0 . A second appeal to Corollary 1:7
now nishes the proof.
2.12. Let still Q be a tilting module belonging to the \-block". According to 2.9 we
have Theorem 2:2 for the tilting module T Q. It follows from Lemma 2:11 that the
theorem then also holds for Q.
2.13. Let us illustrate how Theorem 2:2 can be used to decompose tilting modules into
their indecomposable summands.
Note that if the right-hand side of 2:2(1) is 0 then we must have F(Q)1 = 0.
Comparing this with part (i) of the theorem stated in the introduction we conclude that
then [Q :T ()] = [Q :()].
Similarly, if the right-hand side of 2:2(1) is 1 then dim F(Q)1=1 (and F(Q)2=0)
and we get [Q :T ()] = [Q :()]− 1.
In the following example these facts are explored.
Example. Suppose G is of type B2 and p> 3. In Fig. 1 we have numbered the rst
few dominant alcoves (in a way consistent with 1.3).
Choose now a p-regular block B and let i 2 B be the weight belonging to the ith
alcove. Then we have (since 1 is minimal, cf. 2.9)
T (1) = (1): (1)
Using wall crossing functors (2:5) we easily check that we have exact sequences
0! (2)! T (2)! (1)! 0; (2)
0! (3)! T (3)! (2)! 0; (3)
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Fig. 1.
and
0! (5)! T (5)! (3)! 0: (4)
In order to nd T (4) we consider Q = sT (3) with s 2 S corresponding to the
wall separating 3 and 4. Then
[Q :T (i)] =

1 for i = 1; 2; 3; 4;
0 for i> 4:
An easy computation shows that for =2 the right-hand side of 2:2(1) is 0. Hence
by the above [Q :T (2)] = 1. We conclude that Q = T (4) T (2). Hence we have a
short exact sequence
0! (4)! T (4)! (3)! 0: (5)
Analogous arguments give
[T (6) : (i)] =

1 for i = 6; 5; 4; 3;
0 otherwise;
If we continue this sort of reasoning we get
[T (7) : (i)] =

1 for i = 7; 5;
0 otherwise;
[T (8) : (i)] =

1 for i = 8; 7; 6; 5; 3; 2;
0 otherwise;
[T (9) : (i)] =

1 for i = 9; 8; 5; 3;
0 otherwise:
Let us point out that as soon as the right-hand side of 2:2(1) gives a number > 1
then the above method leads to ambiguities. For instance, if it is 2 then we have two
possibilities: either dim F(Q)1 = 2 and F(Q)2 = 0 or dim F(Q)1 = dim F(Q)2 = 1.
In the rst case [Q :T ()] = [Q :()] − 2 whereas in the second case [Q :T ()] =
[Q :()]− 1.
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3. The quantum case
In [4, Section 4] we saw how one could \quantize" the ltrations ( F(Q)j)j con-
sidered in Sections 1 and 2. We shall now prove that there is also a quantized sum
formula both in the case of a complex root of unity (the case considered in [4]) and in
general, i.e. in the case of a root of unity in an arbitrary eld. (For technical reasons
we exclude elds of characteristic 2.) Since all proofs are analogous to those given in
the previous sections we omit the details.
3.1. We shall use the notation from [4, Section 4] except that here q will denote an lth
root of 1 in an arbitrary eld k (so in contrast with Sections 1 and 2 we now have
that char k may be zero). Let us set A= Z[v; v−1] and A= k[v](v−q) (the localization
of k[v] at the maximal ideal generated by v − q). Also let q denote the valuation
corresponding to (v − q). If M is a nitely generated torsion A-module we let q(M)
denote the length of M .
In the following we let p = char k  0 and assume p 6= 2 (to avoid some compli-
cations, see e.g. [12, Remark 2:3, Theorems 5:22, 5:23]). We assume that q 2 k has
order l or 2l with l odd. When p> 0 this implies (p; l) = 1.
3.2. Let now U denote the quantum group (with the same root system as our G from
Sections 1 and 2) and denote by UA the Lusztig form of U over A (dened via
divided Gaussian powers, see e.g. [16]). Set UA=UA⊗A A, where A is considered an
A-algebra via the natural homomorphism A ! A. As in [4] we have Weyl modules
A(), etc., for UA.
The quantized analogues of 1:1(1) and (2) say: For any U -module M which is free
of nite rank over A and for any  2 X+ we have
HomUA(A(); M) is a free A-module (1)
and
ExtiUA(A(); M) is a nitely generated torsion A-module for i> 0: (2)
3.3. Let now Q be a tilting module for UA. Then we dene for each  2 X+ a ltration
of F(Q) = HomUA(A(); Q) by
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q)j  ’ 2 (v− q)j for all  2 HomUA(Q;3A())g
for all j  0.
Suppose B= f1; 2; : : :g is a block in X+ enumerated as in 1.3. Let us assume that
Q belongs to B and x = i for some i. Then the above ltration has the following
alternative description (compare 1.6).
Proposition. If n = [Q :A()] and if  : F(Q) ! EndUA(A())n is the homomor-
phism obtained as in 1:4(5), then
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q)j(’) 2 (v− q)j EndUA(A())ng
for all j  0.
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3.4. Observe that according to 3:2(2) the A-module Ext1UA(A(); Qi) is a nitely gen-
erated torsion module. Therefore we get just as in 1.7.
Corollary. With Q and = i as in 3:3 we haveX
j>0
dim F(Q ⊗A k)j = q(Ext1UA(A(); Qi)):
(Here k is an A-algebra via the specialization v 7! q:)
3.5. We now want to prove the analogue of Proposition 1:8. To do this we rst need
to quantize 2:1{2:4 in [4].
If M is a UA-module which is nitely generated and free as an A-module then we
dene the quantum trace of a UA-endomorphism f on M by
Trq(f) = Tr(K2  f):
In particular, the quantum rank of M is
rkq(M) = Trq(idM ) = Tr(K2):
Recalling that the construction of adj1 (or adj2) in the quantum case involves the
operator K2 (see e.g. [6, 7:3]) we nd the following analogue of [4, Lemma 2:2]:
Let  2 X+ be l-regular and suppose M is a UA-module belonging to the -block.
If M is nitely generated free over A then we have
Trq(adj2(idT M )  adj
−1
1 (idT M )) = rkq(T

 M): (1)
To apply (1) to our Weyl modules we need the following well-known consequence
of the Weyl character formula:
for  2 X+ we have rkq A() =
Y
>0
[h+ ; _i]d
[h; _i]d
: (2)
Here we have used the notation
[n]d =
vnd − v−nd
vd − v−d 2 A;
d; n 2 Z. The integer d 2 f1; 2; 3g depends on the root length of .
Then we have (see e.g. [19])
q([n])d) =
8<
:
1 if ljn and p= 0;
pp(nd) if ljn and p> 0;
0 otherwise
(3)
for all n 2 N; d 2 f1; 2; 3g.
Using (1){(3) the same arguments as in Section 1 give
Proposition. Let  2 X+ be l-regular and suppose s 2 S such that s<. Assume
s 2 X+ and pick some semi-l-regular weight  on the alcove wall separating  and
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s. Then there is a unique positive root  with n= h+ ; _i divisible by l and we
have
ExtiUA(A(s); A()) ’
8<
:
A=(v− q) if p= 0; i = 1;
A=(v− p)p(nd) if p> 0; i = 1;
0 otherwise:
(4)
3.6. The above results give now via the arguments in Section 2 the following quantum
sum formula:
Theorem. Suppose l  h and let Q be a tilting module for Uk = UA ⊗A k. Then for
each  2 X+ we have
X
j1
dimk F(Q)j =
8>><
>>:
−
X
>0
X
ml62I(;)
[Q : (− ml)] if p= 0;
−
X
>0
X
ml62I(;)
pp(md)[Q : (− ml)] if p> 0: (1)
4. Comparisons
It is tempting to think that the reason for the similarities between the sum formulas
in Theorems 2:2 and 3:6 is that tilting modules have the same characters in the two
cases (as long as the highest weights are in the lowest p2-alcove). This would indeed
be true if Conjecture 3:1 and its quantum analogue in 4:3 of [4] are veried. However,
by Brauer{Humphreys reciprocity it holds for very large p when the highest weight 
in question satises p< h+ ; _i<p2 for all positive roots , see [6].
In this section we formulate a conjecture which makes direct comparisons between
the modular case and the quantum case (resp. the prime characteristic and the zero
characteristic quantum cases) possible and we prove that it does indeed imply the
above mentioned equality of characters.
4.1. Let l 2 N be odd and suppose  2 k is a primitive lth root of 1. Denote by m
the kernel of the specialization map A! k which takes v to  and set Ap;l=Am, the
localization of A at m. Note that the cyclotomic polynomial l (resp 2l) belongs to
m so that if q is a primitive complex root of unity then we also have a specialization
Ap;l ! C (which takes v to q).
In this setup we allow the case l=p and =1 (although strictly speaking 1 2 k
is of course not a primitive pth root of 1). In this case m = (p; v  1) and we shall
write Ap instead of Ap;p. The quantum group UAp ⊗Ap k is very closely related to
the hyperalgebra of G (see e.g. [7]) and this provides the link to the modular case
considered in Sections 1 and 2.
The Weyl modules and dual Weyl modules for UAp; l (resp. Uk = UAp; l ⊗Ap; l k,
UC = UAp; l ⊗Ap; l C) are denoted in the standard way with the appropriate subscript,
i.e. Ap; l() (resp. 3k(), 3C()) and 3Ap; l() (resp. 3k();3C()). In the case
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l = p,  = 1 we omit subscripts (this is consistent with the notation in Sections 1
and 2 once we identify G-representations and Uk -modules).
4.2. Just as the tilting modules for G lift to GR (see [4, 1:2]) it is possible to lift the
tilting modules for Uk to UAp; l . Moreover, the translation functors as well as the other
techniques used in the previous sections carry over.
Let Q denote a tilting module for UAp; l belonging to some block B. For each  2
X+ we then have a ltration of the free Ap;l-module F(Q) = HomAp; l(Ap; l(); Q)
dened by
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q) j   ’ 2 jlAp;l for all  2 HomUAp; l (Q;3Ap; l())g: (1)
(We have identied HomUAp; l (Ap; l(), 3Ap; l()) with Ap;l.) If  2 k is a primitive
lth root of −1 we should replace l in (1) (and in the following) by 2l.
The arguments in 1:6 and 3:3 then give (carrying over also the notation)
F(Q)j = f’ 2 F(Q) j(’) 2 jl EndUAp; l (Ap; l())ng (2)
and
Coker= Ext1UAp; l (Ap; l(); Qi) (with = i): (3)
4.3. Let Cpl denote the bottom pl-alcove in X+, i.e.
Cpl = f 2 X+jh+ ; _i<pl for all  2 Rg:
Recall that in the situation from 4:2 the map  = i is an Ap;l-homomorphism
between the two free Ap;l-modules F(Q) and
EndUAp; l (Ap; l())
n of rank n= [Q : Ap; l()].
Conjecture. Let Q be a tilting module whose dominant weights all belong to Cpl
and suppose also that  2 Cpl. Then the above homomorphism  is diagonalizable;
i.e. there exist bases for the two free Ap;l-modules with respect to which  is
diagonal.
Remark. Note that this conjecture is true after specialization to anyAp;l-algebra which
is a principal ideal domain (or just a Dedekind domain). On the other hand, Ap;l has
Krull dimension 2 and non-diagonalizable homomorphisms between free Ap;l-modules
certainly exist.
4.4. Let ; 2X+. Then Ext1UA(A(); A()) is killed by
Q
>0 [h+; _i−1]d ! (no-
tation as in 3:5). This follows from the vanishing of Ext1UA(A();3A()) (cf. 1:2(1))
together with the fact (see [8]) that the composite of the two natural homomorphisms
A()! 3A() and 3A())! A() is multiplication by this scalar.
We conclude that for Q as in 4:2 the Ap;l-modules Ext1UA(A(i); Qi) are all killed
by some power of lpl   pml where m is so large that pml  hi + ; i for all
i = 1; 2; : : : ; r;  2 R+. Hence the associated primes in Ap;l of Ext1UA(A(i); Qi) are
l; pl; : : : ; pml.
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This means that if all dominant weights of Q are in Cpl then Conjecture 4:3 says
that in suitable bases the homomorphism  looks as follows:0
BBB@
r1l 0
r2l
. . .
0 rnl
1
CCCA
for some rj 2 N.
This is equivalent to saying that Coker ’Lnj=1 Ap;l=(rjl ) or in view of 4:2(3)
Ext1UAp; l (Ap; l(); Qi) ’
nM
j=1
Ap;l=(
rj
l ) (= j): (2)
(This formulation of the conjecture was pointed out to me by R. Rouquier. For other
equivalent formulations of Conjecture 4:3, see [5].)
4.5. Conjecture 4:3 is easily checked to be true for type A1. It is also true for type A2
when the highest weights of the tilting module in question are in the lowest p2-alcove:
In this case Paradowski [17] has computed the characters of indecomposable tilting
modules for UC (it turns out that here all Weyl factors in indecomposable tilting
modules occur with multiplicity 1). A similar computation gives the same results for
Uk (actually Paradowski’s computation can now be simplied by taking advantage of
the sum formulas, Theorems 2:2 and 3:6, see [13]). It follows that Conjecture 4:3 is
true for type A2.
The following example shows that the assumption concerning the weights in Con-
jecture 4:3 cannot be omitted.
Example. Consider for type A2 the indecomposable tilting module whose highest weight
belongs to the alcove marked by 1 in Fig. 2. In this gure we have indicated the upper
wall of Cp2 and we have assumed that all the numbered alcoves are inside X+.
It follows from [9, Proposition 2:1] that
[TAp() : Ap()] =
8<
:
2 if = 10; 13;
1 if  2 f1; : : : ; 22g n f10; 13g;
0 otherwise:
Now an easy computation gives that the sum formula 2:2(1) for Q = T () at the
weight 10 readsX
j1
dim F10 (T ())
j = 2: (1)
If we set Q0=TAp()⊗Ap C (where C is considered an Ap-algebra be specializing
v to a primitive pth root of unity) then formula 3:6(1) reads by a similar computationX
j1
dim F10 (Q
0)j = 2: (2)
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Fig. 2.
On the other hand, Q0 = TC()  TC(10) (because the characters match). Hence if
Conjecture 4:3 were true in this case then one of the diagonal entries in  = 10
would be prime to p and the other would be divisible by 2p, i.e. the diagonal entries
of  would be ap2 and 
2
p
b
p2 for some a; b 2 N. Comparing this with (1) above we
conclude however that a=b=0. This means that dim F10 (T ())
1=1< [T () : (10)]
and this contradicts the indecomposability of T (), see 2:13.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose l  h. If Conjecture 4:3 holds then
ch Tk() = ch TC()
for all  2 X+ with h+ ; _i<pl for all roots .
Proof. By translation arguments it is enough to treat the case where  belongs to an
l-regular block B. If  is minimal in B, i.e.  is in the bottom alcove of X+, then
Tk() = k() and TC() = C(). So in this case the statement is clear. Proceeding
by induction we are done if we can show that for any  2 B; s 2 S with <s
such that both  and s satisfy the hypothesis in the proposition we have the \same"
decomposition of sTk() and sTC().
Note that the specializations Ap;l ! k and Ap;l ! C factor through k[v](v−)
and C[v](v−q), respectively. If we let Q denote a lift of sTk() to UAp; l then the
ltrations (F(Q)j)j constructed in 4:2 can easily be related rst to the corresponding
ltrations of Q⊗Ap; l k[v](v−) and Q⊗Ap; l C[v](v−q) (which are of the form considered
in Sections 1{3) and then to the ltration ( F(Q ⊗Ap; l k)j)j. By induction hypothesis
ch Tk() = ch TC() so that also Q ⊗Ap; l C ’ sTC().
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Since (l) = 1 = q(l) ( and q denoting the valuations from 3:1) we get then
with notation as in 4:5(1) for all j
dimk F(sTk())j = fi j ri  jg= dimC F(sTC())j: (1)
But according to part (i) of the Theorem in the introduction the number of times
Tk() occurs as a summand of sTk() is equal to dimk( F(sTk())= F(sTk())1).
We have a similar result over C and hence (1) implies that we do indeed get the
\same" decomposition of sTk() and sTC().
Remark 4.7. (i) In the case p= l and (and =1) Proposition 4:6 says that if Conjec-
ture 4:3 holds over Ap then the indecomposable tilting modules for G have the same
characters as their quantized counterparts as long as their highest weights are in the
lowest p2-alcove. Note that the same conclusion can be derived from [4, Conjecture
3:1] and its quantum analogue mentioned in [4, 4.3].
(ii) The upper bound pl appearing in Proposition 4:6 coincides with the bound below
which the right-hand sides of the sum formulas in Theorems 2:2 and 3:6 are identical.
In fact, it is easy to give examples of weights  lying above this bound for which the
identity in Proposition 4:6 fails.
(iii) In recent work Soergel [18] has obtained an algorithm for ch TC();  2 X+
(involving the Kazhdan{Lusztig polynomials, etc.). Hence, if Conjecture 4:3
could be veried we would know the characters of Tk() for all  below the stated
bound. The situation above the bound remains a mystery (see also the comments on
this in the case l= p in [4] and compare with the A2-cases treated in [13]).
(iv) If p  2h − 2 then the set of tilting modules with highest weights in the
lowest p2-alcove includes all projective covers (in a suitable category) of all irreducible
G-modules with restricted highest weights. By Brauer{Humphreys reciprocity combined
with Steinberg’s tensor product theorem this is enough to obtain the characters of all
irreducible G-modules. This is made explicit in Proposition 2:6 and Remark 2:7 of [5].
Moreover, a closer look at [18] reveals that in this way we would be able to verify
Lusztig’s conjecture [15] on the irreducible characters for G.
(v) Arguing as in Proposition 4:6 one sees (still assuming Conjecture 4:3) that the
characters of the indecomposable tilting module with highest weight  2 X+ for a
quantum group at an l-th root of 1 is the same in characteristic p as in characteristic
0 as long as  belongs to the lowest lp-alcove. If p  2h − 2 this implies exactly as
in (iv) above that the l-restricted irreducible characters for such quantum groups are
independent of the characteristic.
(vi) In [8, 10.15], we made a conjecture about diagonalizability in a somewhat
similar situation. That conjecture turned out to be false as stated (see [20]) because
the structure of Weyl modules change when leaving \the Jantzen region" (a subset of
the lowest p2-alcove). No similar phenomenon take place for tilting modules.
(vii) It might be possible that diagonalizability is true even over A: Suppose Q is
a tilting module for UA and let f1; 2; : : :g be an enumeration of X+ ordered as in
1.3, but using the ordinary ordering in X (there is no linkage principle over A). Let
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= i and dene Qi accordingly. Then one might speculate that
Ext1UA(A(); Qi) ’
nM
i=1
A=(ai)
for some ai 2A; i = 1; : : : ; n.
5. Translates of tilting modules
5.1. One of the key tools in the previous sections is the use of translation functors.
In fact, translation is the most eective way of producing new indecomposable tilting
modules from known ones. In this section we shall prove a proposition which further
emphasizes this point.
Our result is a rather straightforward generalization of Proposition 5:6 in [3] (in that
paper we worked exclusively in the quantum case but the proof of this proposition is
completely identical in the modular case). The advantage of having the result available
in the more general from presented below is that it then applies to more weights and
in all characteristics, respectively at all roots of 1.
5.2. Let F be a facet in X+ (see [11]) and let  2 F . Suppose  2 F \ X+ and set
W = fw 2 Wpjw: = g.
Proposition. If  denotes the maximal weight in W:, then TT () = T ().
Proof. Set W:= f1; : : : ; rg. Then by [11, 7.13] we have a ltration
0 = Fr Fr−1   F1F0 = T() (1)
with Fi−1=Fi = (i); i = 1; : : : ; r. The same reference also gives
T (i)
= () for i = 1; : : : ; r: (2)
Similar statements are of course valid for any 0 2 X+ with [T () : (0)] 6= 0.
Recalling that a tilting module is determined by its character we deduce
T T

 T () = T ()jWj: (3)
Also by weight considerations we get
TT () = T () T (4)
for some tilting module T with weights <. We have to prove that T = 0.
First we claim
[T () : (i)] = [TT () : (i)] (5)
for all i = 1; : : : ; r.
To see this note rst that for any tilting module Q and any  2 X+ we have
[Q : ()] = dim HomG((); Q)
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Now by adjointness and (2) we see that
HomG((i); T  T ()) = HomG((); T ()) = k:
This means that the right-hand side of (5) is 1 for all i. Hence, we just need to see
that the left-hand side is non-zero. But this is clear if i = . In fact, ()T () and
since HomG((i); ()) 6= 0 for all i (combine [14, Corollary 3:2, Theorem 6:1]) we
have proved the claim.
To nish the proof of the proposition we see that (3) and (5) together give
T T ()
= T T  T ():
Hence T T = 0. But this implies T = 0 because if [T : ()] 6= 0 for some  2 X+
then [TT () : ()] 6= 0 and T () would be a non-zero Weyl factor of T T .
Remark 5.3. (i) We have stated and proved Proposition 5:2 only in the modular case.
Clearly, all arguments work just as well in the quantum case.
(ii) Proposition 5:6 in [3] is the special case where F is an alcove and  is
semi-regular, i.e. jWj= 2.
5.4. Observe that T ()=() if and only if () is irreducible. By the strong linkage
principle [1] this is for instance the case when  is minimal in Wp:\X+ (this fact was
already used in 2:9 and 2:13). Therefore Proposition 5:2 has the following immediate
consequence.
Corollary. Let  be minimal in Wp: \ X+ and suppose F is a facet with  2 F .
Then for any  2 F we have
ch T () =
X
2W
ch()
where  is the maximal weight in W:.
5.5. As special cases of Corollary 5:4 and Proposition 5:2 we record the following.
Let C denote the bottom alcove in X+, i.e. C = f 2 X+jh + ; _i<p for all
 2 R+g. Then
If  2 C \ X+ then T () = (): (1)
Suppose s 2 Wp is the reection in the ane wall of C (i.e. s:C X+). Then
For  2 s:C we have ch T () = ch() + ch(s:): (2)
Note that the Steinberg weight  = (p− 1) is also mininal in Wp: \ X+. Hence
for  2 (p− 1)+ C we have ch T () =
X
2W
ch(): (3)
In this case W is as large as possible (namely isomorphic to W , the ordinary Weyl
group of G).
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A slightly more general case is obtained by taking  = (p − 1) + p1 for some
1 2 X+. Then  is not necessarily minimal in Wp: \ X+. But it is easy to see that
T () = (p− 1) T (1)(1) and hence Proposition 5:2 gives
For  2 (p− 1)+ p1 + C we have
ch T () =
X
1
[T (1) : (1)]
X
2W(p−1)+p1 
ch(): (4)
Note that if 1 2 C then by (1) T (1) = (1) and the rst sum in (4) contains only
the term 1 = 1. In the quantum (characteristic zero) case this holds for all 1 2 X+.
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